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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:
●
●
●
●
●

Stamps: Ornate Style
Inks: Versamark
Cardstock: Mint Macaron, Gold Foil Sheets
Designer Paper: Ornate Garden Specialty Designer Paper
Accessories: Gold Stampin’ Emboss Powder

● Tools: All Dressed Up Dies, Stitched Nested Labels Dies, Ornate Layers Dies, Paper
Trimmer, Paper Snips, Heat Tool
● Miscellaneous: Multipurpose Liquid Glue, Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals

INSTRUCTIONS:
Cut (2) pieces of Mint Macaron to 4-1/4” x 5-1/2”
Place the All Dressed Up purse die over each piece and cut.

Place the purse die cut in your trimmer with the tab to your right and score at 1-1/4”
making sure to keep the piece straight on the 1-1/4” line. Repeat for second piece.
With the large die cut tab at the top, use the filigree stamp from Ornate Style inked in
Versamark and stamp towards the bottom of the large section. Sprinkle with Gold
Stampin’ Emboss Powder and set with your Heat Tool. Repeat with the second die cut
piece.
Cut away the small tab by the large tab. Then, angle cut the side tab and remove the
lower portion. Separate the two sections at the bottom along the score line. Then
miter the sides of the smaller section.

Cut along the score line to remove the large top tab from one die cut piece. Place in
your Paper Trimmer in portrait and score at 3/8”. Then use your Paper Snips to miter

the corners of the smaller section to create the tuck tab.

Cut (2) pieces of Mint Macaron to 5/8” x 8”. Then use the strip die in Ornate Layers
to cut a design in one of the strips.
Cut Gold Foil Sheet to 5/8” x 4” and adhere to the back of the die cut Mint Macaron
with Multipurpose Glue. Then, adhere the second Mint Macaron strip behind the Gold
Foil with Multipurpose Glue. Tip: Rub from the center out to each end to prevent
bubbles.
Cut a 2-1/4” x 3-3/4” piece of Ornate Garden designer paper with a Stitched Nested
Labels Die. Place the die cut designer paper in your Paper Trimmer in portrait and
score down the middle from point to point.
Cut Gold Foil Sheet with the smallest Stitched Nested Labels Die.

Adhere the two die cut purse pieces with Multipurpose Glue. BE SURE to line up the
top and bottom score lines.

Adhere the bottom with Multipurpose Glue side tabs first and front tab last (no tab at
the top of the front section).

Adhere the tuck tab to the lid with Multipurpose Glue.

Drag your Bone Fold along the back of the handle strip to gently curve it. Then adhere

the ends of the strip to the inside of the purse sides with Multipurpose Glue.

Tuck in the front of the lid. Then, adhere the Ornate Garden designer paper die cut
label with Multipurpose Glue. Place the score line over the front edge of the lid to fit
the piece in place.
Adhere the Gold Foil Sheet die cut label with a Mini Stampin’ Dimensional on each
side and place it so that the designer paper will tuck behind it.

